ENTREPRENEURSHIP EMPHASIS ON THE 4TH/5TH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION AND THE IMPLICATION TO YOUNG ENGINEERS.
Good evening.
It’s my pleasure to interact with Africa’s hope- the youth & young preneurs who will drive Africa' s
growth & innovation. Hope l find you all well this evening
OK here is part one of my conversation with you
Part 1 - Entrepreneurship & the 4th Industrial Revolution- Preparing the Continent for the
World.
"Every country in the 21st century must become an idea factory- it must develop ideas at home & take
advantage of ideas generated elsewhere..." D Senor & S Singer- Start-up Nation: The Story of Israel's
Economic Miracle.
Asian Tigers leveraged their growth on the back of export led growth & manufacturing
(industrialization).
Can Africa do the same? Experts contend industrialisation may no longer work in Africa due to the
advent of the digital age/ information revolution.
Advanced economies are getting ahead through building successful, sustainable & enduring world
class businesses. US has the fungal group- Facebook, Uber, Netflix, Google & Amazon etc. & China
has Alibaba, Weibo, WeChat, Didi Chuxing etc.
The company form is most successful form of wealth generation today. Entrepreneurship is the main
driver of economic growth in the digital era- R Kiyosaki - Why "A" students work for "C" & "B"
students work for the government - Rich Dad's Guide to Financial Education for Parents.
Africa has to develop a start-up culture & grow start up movements- young afrinetpreneurs must size
the day- build tech solutions to everyday problems/ build world class companies to tackle the many
challenges we face.
Edubrainiacs & Strive Masiyiwa's Facebook platform are doing well to drive change, inspire
motivation & instil excellence- we must take this to our families, our schools, churches &
communities so that we can build the next generation of businesses & business leaders to lead Africa
to a place of more than enough.
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I agree with you sir
Africa has to innovate & be entrepreneurial

Part 2- HOW CAN YOUNG NETPRENEURS SET UP & THRIVE IN THE DIGITAL AGE?
Before they build, first they must learn- Josh Lannon "Small solutions big impact" www.richdad.com

Young netpreneurs must understand the season or context in which they are being called to build
companies for Africa. We are in the digital age (broadband/ knowledge/gig economy- different rules
now apply to starting & running businesses & we must observe & learn & implement quickly.
What is the digital economy (as opposed to the industrial or resource economy)?
This is the 4th & 5th industrial revolution which is currently taking place & changing our lives & the
world of work & business in an unprecedented way( in ways we never before imagined possible!)
1st industrial revolution (1IR)- occurred in the 1780s- ( was mechanical) -saw the use of steam power
& development of the steam engine. NB- marked the beginning of the use of machines
(industrialisation) & the decline of manual labour (muscle power)
2nd Industrial Revolution (2IR) - Eletrical - discovery of electricity, gas & the development of the
combustion. 2nd industrialisation led to urbanisation & mass production
3IR - digital- proliferation of computers & the invention of the internet. It led to globalisation
(outsourcing)
4IR & 5IR - Virtual & Neural Revolutions - coming on board of exponential, cutting & bleeding edge
tech like AI, quantum computing, nanotech, genomics , VR & AR, block chain etc.
Implications- we are now living in a world which is becoming more & more tech driven (world of
automated & autonomous services e.g. self-driving cars.
Significantly, there has been a shift from manufacturing/resources to knowledge / services economy
(giving rise to the growth of service companies or platforms e.g. Facebook.
This is the era of platform businesses- businesses based on a network of connections rather than
control of & acquisition of assets.
The good thing- a netpreneur does not need a lot of capital to set up (start-up): what you need is a
great idea & a broadband connection.
Downside - increased competition & secondly, our schools are still teaching industrial era education
which does not prepare our young people for the digital age.
The truth is the gig economy is a whole new ball game- it calls for a range of new competencies &
skills
This is the digital age- the age of platform companies.
We must learn & adapt quickly to the new reality
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Great

I believe the digital age is an advantage to young preneurs cos there are digital natives- you guys are
familiar with tech.

PART 3 – FORTH AND FIFTH INDUSTRIALISATION REVOLUTIONS - IMPLICATIONS
TO YOUNG NETPRENEURS
the right Education & skills are important to a 21st century preneur - doing well at school & in the
content heavy & rote learning (memorisation) traditional curriculum is not enough.
21st Century Hard skills (job competencies/paper qualifications)
21c skills- digital skills- data science, Al, machine learning, IoT, cloud computing, game developing,
coding (programming) etc.
Numeracy & financial literacy- understanding of money, concepts like good/bad debt, inflation v
saving/ investment, exchange rates/parity/ investing.
Selling- sales are the lifeblood of a business. No one can be preneur without mastering the art of
selling. Netpreneurs must particularly learn how to sell online/making a business pitch/raising capital
(e-commerce), Business plan writing (Lean canvas & Design Thinking). Corporate & tax lawcompany registration, tax calculations, corporate governance, intellectual property protection.
Apart from Stem & financial skills, the netpreneurs needs a whole host of soft skills- ability to
collaborate rather than knowledge & intelligence - is the defining competitive advantage of the gig
economy.

Soft skills (abstract/behavioural skills)
 Soft skills - difficult to quantify skills that we use every day to make human connections.
People skills like teamwork, collaboration, communication, leadership etc.
 Life skills - problem solving, critical thinking, focus, adaptability, self-reliance, selfawareness (self-realisation is the greatest tool for one' s growth - you become the person you
believe you are (mind-set).
It takes constant work, personal growth & personal development, struggle & commitment to be a
better person, better leader & great netpreneurs (our bad habits always try to pull us down - each man
has to learn & conquer himself / herself before he can lead others especially the fact that our schools
still teach industrial era education, that baffles me.
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So young entrepreneurs need technical & high order skills to excel in business.

True
We must appreciate that policy changes take time to take effect. The change in the digital revolution
is take place at a very fast pace. The danger is Africa is being left behind. This is why we must get
together as we are doing today to alert each to what we need to do.
Just as we've been left in other revolutions, we can't let our coming generations suffer just as we have.
Due to ignorance of our forefathers.
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The floor is free for all to follow up via comments or emoji, don't be a ghost to read
comments and keep still.
It baffles me how Israel has the highest start-ups in the world, they were previously
considered as the land of the desert.
Young people must seize the opportunity & lead for Africa' s development.

Israel have found the formula for success. Their young people have an entrepreneurial mind-set &
business & success lifestyle which is supported by the state/government's business friendly policies
which ensure that start-ups are supported & properly funded.
The entrepreneurial mind-set comes from personal growth & personal development. To succeed in
business we must individually & collectively grow as a people as l attempt to demonstrate in the last
part of the presentation.
Part 4 - Business & Personal growth
The big question is how do we inspire young people to succeed & thrive in the 4th industrial
revolution? How do young people gain leadership, teamwork, business experience & the critical
mission oriented skills to gain social solidarity & values of serving something larger than themselves?
In short what is the secret of success?
Young preneurs need an Entrepreneurial mind-set + business & success lifestyle
Entrepreneurial Mind-set
 Starting & completing something worthwhile begins with our MINDSET. Mind-set - our
beliefs/attitude/ world view/ thought processes or way of thinking.
 Opportunities are everywhere in the digital economy- every industry is waiting to be
disrupted.
 Young preneurs must learn to see past the physical & present circumstances & see
opportunity in the challenges that Africa faces. Every big business is there to solve a human
problem/need. We must experiment- build tech companies to our everyday problems. Some
will fail. In failure we will learn valuable lessons for progress.
 Curiosity/opportunity mind-set important- it informs our choices/decisions & subsequent
actions
NB.
- If we think we are doomed we will not do anything about our continent apart from creative
complaining.
- Successful people are always trying to do the "impossible" eg Elon Musk & SpaceX mission for
rocket travelling to the moon.
- Each one of us must be pursuing our own unique life purpose/ mission/ game changing vision for the
continent - we must be chasing something bigger than money & ourselves.

We must develop that consciousness, the pride & responsibility for our lives, our economies & our
Africa

- Africa's economy will grow through innovation & entrepreneurial spirit of its young pioneering &
trailblazing young people. We have enough inspiration in Osine & Asine - hope they forgive me if l
got their names wrong- lam out of data (crocodile browser)- Nigeria, Ethan (Ethanman- Tanzania - l
stole the title of my presentation - "...preparing the content for the world.." From an interview given
by Ethan's mom & our own Afripreneur giants in Dangote & Strive Masiyiwa

Success/Business lifestyle
 When you have a mission, you must then take action (execute & attempt to bring the business
idea to reality.
 Whether you succeed or not will depend on your daily routine. Everyday take steps to learn
profitable skills (acquire real life/ practical business experience).
 Each small victory will give you confidence & take you closer to the big dream. No shame in
starting small. The key is consistency & persistence
 Innovation (entrepreneurship) will be the key to Africa's rising.
Afrivisionaries believe-Great tech companies of the future will be from Africa -cos we have many
problems & you the young people are the solution
So here is Africa- the digital world is waiting for us to raise our hand & be counted. To build our own
tech giants & unicorns
Let's discussWhat are our challenges? What is holding us back?
Ok discussions open, let the comments roll in;
CONTRIBUTIONS
 How can young entrepreneurs survive in this Buhari Regime where many companies have
been shut down?
 How does entrepreneurs go about securing investments
 Many businesses and companies have closed because of all those useless policies that the
Illiterate in Aso rock implemented.
 And how can young entrepreneurs get past the stage of receiving constant and repeated
entrepreneurial trainings and seminars to actually getting funds and materializing their
ideas???
 How can start-up companies survive in this harsh weather condition of Nigeria?
 2018 I attended up to 15 seminars. 2019 I hope would be different.
 I think the issue with Nigeria is they don't value tech all they know is politics.
 Finance is the major problems.
TRAINER OPINION
Problems will always be there in our countries in one form or another. Like Strive Masiyiwa ( Econet
founder & serial preneur says - preneurs fight in the conditions they find themselves in. Some
industries will close coz of tech changes/ loss of value/ markets. We need to be always innovating.
CONTRIBUTIONS

 Mostly funding is the problem, many complains that they don't have money to push their
ideas.
 You are correct.
 We are in a nation where science and technology is neglected and development is
expected
 Policy is a bigger problem
 Inferior recognition of our local content
 I love this point
 Good point Mr
 We criticize our own innovations, products etc
It sickens me to just imagine that other Africa countries like Ethiopia are supporting tech and
Nigerians are still investing into politics when they are wealth of ideas untapped.
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We need to find the root cause of these problem he that attack the symptoms.
That's because the government does not put up regulations for us to recognize our own.
It's like a Hydra snake. Cut one head, and two grows to replace it.
We need to kill the snake itself.

TRAINER OPINION
Prenuers must trust in themselves & try out all new ideas by going out & starting small. That way
they will gain valuable experience. Some ventures will fail. Failure is vital for success. Let's
implement, experiment all the time
Rather than attack*
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Guy,you are learned indeed !
Checkout Innoson motors for example.
Having kicks up and down from the government
The way they did to *IBETO* until he has nothing to offer
Because *Innoson* is an Igbo man, the federal government have not approved his wonderful
innovations since then.
 Truth is if we want to be recognized globally we must be recognized locally first and that's
what the government should work on instead of all these needless policies.
Let's learn to see opportunity in our challenges. It’s not all gloom & doom. There are things we still
can do- the internet means that we can grow & compete in the world outside our countries. We must
not let negative things bog us down.
CONTRIBUTIONS
 And you expect me to develop an idea that will be useful to ZOO country like Nigeria in the
future?
 China promotes their own product and that's y they are respected...
 HTC became the second highest selling mobile in the world last year after China made some
adjustments to their law.

 There are good projects in our citadel accumulating dust.
 I have said it. And I will say again. Policy is a major problem here. Policy determines what
shall be done in a long period of time and what direction the government wishes to lead a
nation in terms of various factors. It's going to determine where we want to see ourselves in
say 5,10,20 years in education, technology, health care, and many other areas and also how
specifically we wish to accomplish these feat. It also helps in proper allocation of the required
funding. Then one step forward is implementation of these policies and tracking the progress
using various metrics.
QUESTION
As a graduate with little knowledge on data science, and digital skills etc. How do you propagate an
idea that is related to technological development? Which you may not necessarily get a financial
benefits, but would benefit the country at large.
ANSWER
if you have challenges with tech, the trick is collaboration. We must team up with other preneurs with
various skills to bring an idea to reality. Business is a team sport. Collaboration is the key.
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Duly noted
This is the truth but who is to implement these policies...
Sometimes I just wish there's no government so we'll have an excuse for poor development.
They just go for conferences outside the country and still come back learning nothing
Benefit which country?
Policy will also help in appreciation and use of local content.
Look at oil and gas projects. Policies implemented make it compulsory to have 30% or more
of local content in projects!!! Think about that.
 That's what policies can do when well implemented
 You could patent it, if they don't frustrate u when trying sha
 These laws are the policies
 Anyway, you are from North, they will accept it and make you grow
 Truth but u see those guys in power they are barely interested in policy concerning tech.
 It must be oil if not them nor send.
 Thank you sir.
 Bringing an idea to reality might not be a big deal, making it work is blow is key.
 That's what I mention.
 Implementation.
 But you cannot implement when you do not drive for the right policies in the first place.
That is my point.
 If you are from south or east, I will advise you to carry your ideas or innovations outside
this country.
 Without that you are on your own.
 That's why we have to make them create these policies.
 Without that, whatever we do is in vain. I assure you.
 Truthfully said.
 How will you make them create the policies?

 Sir you have a good point- thing is good execution/success comes about as we practice. This
is what athletes do - train, train & train. Business is the same- there are no get rich quick
schemes. We must try, failure, rise up & try again
 I think we should really know the right place to direct our energy.
 We should analyse this problem and decide on the right place to focus. Otherwise we would
waste valuable time and resources (and sign up for inevitable failure) fighting for the right
thing in the wrong directly.
 If you protest, they will shoot you 🤣
 I do believe it's time we strive even though it won't be for us, we should do it for the
generation after us
*please guys, let's allow the facilitator's comment*
 Bless u
 Keep tribalism out of this.
 There is a bigger picture, a bigger scope that's bigger that tribalism, that's what we should
attack
 *Direct your energy outside this country my brother.*
 That is up to us.
 That is why we are here.
 How will you make them create the policies? 🤣 we advocate for our governments to change
& assist preneurs. But preneurs are courageous- they get out there and build, starting small
sometimes with no one to support -- with only their belief & tenacity
 Guy u done start
 I believe we do not acquire an education for nothing😂
 Am telling you what our fathers that are there before have suffered: Innoson,Ibeto etc.....Are
more innovative than Innoson?
 If u want to travel out of d country i no dat d government will not stop u...allow us learn biko
 And sometimes policy that helps
 *you
 This is what I feel sha in Nigeria our obstacles might look big sha














But we are fighters and resourceful, I think if we keep pressing we'd win
We should not underestimate the power of a failed system lol.
And also the power of a great mind.
Don't start pls... Innoson is from d east and he is making it big... If u don't have wat to say
allow us learn... Am from d east am going no were until i get d Nigeria of my dreams...
Remember APC will still win,who will now implemented favourable POLICIES?🤣
They suffer so we learn from it.
Not react to it
I hear you . you all have valid complaints & grievances. But remember preneurs are eaglesthey hunt in the storm. They chase impossible dreams. And win. We need persistence - that
tougness to succeed no matter what.
*implement.
*implement.
This is not a matter of party politics

 Bros pls allow us learn... Remember u are educated... U should prove to d uneducated people
that there is still hope for d nation
 It is government that will implement favourable policies my friend.Or is it us inside this
group?
 It's hard being an eagles in this part of the world...
 I don't believe in impossibilities, I think there's always a way out
 And I believe we have no role to play in it?
 Na fowl full naija na🤣🤣🤣
 I love this mindset.
 I we not know how, for now, but we believe we will find the answer.
 U no nothing about policies and how dey come about my friends
 Who is d government
 We do not know now*
 He would mention issue of proper representation
 But I do think if we all collaborate to push an idea, it'll go far
 I always tell the truth with facts,if you like hate it.Oya read this:

 https://punchng.com/272-firms-shut-one-year-man/
 Imagine each person sharing that idea with everyone on their contact lists
 I always tell the truth with facts,if you like hate it.Oya read this:

 https://punchng.com/272-firms-shut-one-year-man/
 If you go into this fight with the wrong mindset, then you are definitely setting up for faliure
Mr.
 I don't think he wants to fight sef
 Above all; proper government, policies.... Let's allow everyone the right to believe and dream
big.
 People don't no d problems of this nation... D governors and president is not d problem... It u
and i... And d biggest is d legislative arm of d government
 *Truth is bitter*
Take it from me - Zimbabwe has many problems like the ones you have mentioned as taking place in
Nigeria. We can't fold our hands & compete in creative complaining. We are trying new things
everyday, innovating & coming with solutions to our problems without waiting for the government.
Its a mindset thing- you can choose to see the negative & you will be factually right. But what l am
trying to say is that the digital economic is more than what you see in the physical. Let's see past our
present circumstances into the glorious future - the power of tech presented by the digital world which
will enable us to solve our biggest problems. Imagine blockchain being unleashed to our election
systems & gorvenance- how we can achieve clean & smart governance. Pliz guys ,- see what lam
seeing
CONTRIBUTION
 Would have said Nigeria has made us blind but we'll put on glasses to see what you're seeing
 I also admire the reactions and diverse perceptions as to why we are held down as Africans

It is time to build digital assets- that is what these platform business like Facebook are all about. You
all need a great idea, a team & discipline to execute & you will have a global audience as your
customer base. Come on Nigeria - you are our biggest economy & you must lead the continent out of
poverty. This task falls squarely on the youth- who must understand tech & be brave to raise their
hands & start world class companies
CONTRIBUTION
 I think if Nigeria as the biggest economy in Africa and most populous black nation in the
world can get it right then we've halved Africa's problem if not two-third
 Sir, how do u think the blockchain can fit in to guarantee a clean government
 Like u stated in one of your presentation
 Can you also explain the ingenuity of Osine&Asine, Ethanman - Tanzania and the crocodile
browser to Africa. and what the gig economy all entails
Blockchain tech as currently implemented in crytocurrencies makes it possible for all players to see
what is happening in the network. It also makes it impossible to alter transaction data due to the fact
that it is not controlled by one entity. So the transparency & inalterability to me means it can have
many uses in governance eg in the voters roll & procurement- making sure government funds are used
effectively without wasteful expenditure
CONTRIBUTION
 Would like us to establish a fact here at the end of this workshop on where to channel our
energy like my colleague stated, so that as young entrepreneurs we will be conscious of the
stepwise directions to take
 We stated some problems -Poor Policies -Disregard of local content -Funding etc
 Though, if we must take a surface analysis, I will completely say that if we get the policies
right we can get every other thing right, But there's a way, with or without policies. NGOs
have great force in Nigeria, the government saw this and wanted to regulate their operations
via a bill but the public revolted against it.
 We can have NGOs that assemble entrepreneurs and create a voice for them. We can start by
having hedge funds or venture capital from successful private business men that share in the
African vision, and they will project our voices beyond the continent. Just like we have
Silicon Valley in US.

 America has proven that men can be bigger than governments. We just have to be
coordinated, if we must go through changing policies, it will take us eons, Because the
government have policies to help them with that Organization, coordination, team work,
network can give us what the government can't
 Men made America policies. In the 19th century it was men like you and I that moved
America to where it is now
 M not trying to be negative here but comparing investors in the US @ 1998 when google
started (I think) with current Nigerian investor is like comparing an a hen to an eagle. See
Nigerians are cowards and lazy. They want God to do everything for them
Would like us to establish a fact here at the end of this workshop on where to channel our energy like
Jesse stated, so that as young entrepreneurs we will be conscious of the stepwise directions to take

OK. My take is look at your circumstances with fresh eyes- they are not too bad that nothing can be
done. Ist establish where you want to go ( your vision/mission): 2ndly - assembly a team if interested
members & research you idea. 3rdly- start small where ever you. I am passionate about entrepreneur
ship. I read & sleep entrepreneuship. I created a startup thru which lam teaching business skills to
school students while carrying on with my full time job as a lawyer. I have reached to
Edubrainiacs/Fupre Graduands so l can connect with my Nigerian friends who are also interested in
empowering young people, hence our talk today. Chase that big dream you have. Don't look back coz
you will be a pillar of complaints like Lot's wife in the It
CONTRIBUTION
 The second industrial revolution gave way for electricity and that was first exhibited in US
without government intervention
 You're talking of Martin and others, come on this is Nigeria no body is even ready to due for
d policies to be established so what are we saying
 I think you should do more research on this, the govt was a part of this
 Or just imagine the govt killed d idea where would it be?
 Are u not a person we want God to do every thing for us... When last did u stand up to say no
to wrong things in d society
 Americans worked with collaboration, it was the capitalism mindsets of the Americans and
the magnitude of coordination they had and zeal to succeed that brought the government to
take their responsibilities as a government and start fending for the massses
 Check American history, the government saw men overpowering governmemt and they had
to split the companies of this men to reduce their power and take up the responsibility of
being a responsible government
 Nice speech
 But ever wondered y nobody has taken the initiative like the Americans did?
 You think they don't k or history?
 You think they don't want to do it?
 Exxon Mobil and Chevron were fraction from the multi billion oil company of John. D
 True, but u seem to forget good policies helped him there
 And I'm not been pessimistic I'm just a realist that has hopes
 What am trying to say in essence is that we can live above our challenges
 I understand you perfectly
 The country is frustrating and if not guided you can take any means just to survive
 See d only thing i see in Nigeria is self-centered ness a joined Nigeria will stand any nation...
When we stop thinking of only ourselfs
Thank you Nigeria. Thank Fupre Graduands & the team behind the scenes for hosting me. It was such
a great pleasure to interact with all the young people who took time out to follow the conversation.
Remember - the future is very very bright for Africa. (have seen it with my four eyes- l wear specs).
We will link up some other time

# afrinetpreneurs & afrinnovators - meet @ the top (were you belong)

God bless Nigeria. God bless Africa. Good note to you all. We sleep. Tomorrow we build

We can make a bridge from a wall, we can make a mountain from a mole hill

